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Abstract

Usability-based assessment of SAR systems is time-consuming and costly, if based on human evaluation. We investigate
an assessment system which aims at finding algorithms to simulate, complement and partly replace this evaluation. The
system component investigated is the coding with spatial and amplitude resolution as parameters. Images of different
qualities were generated by JPEG and intra-HEVC for evaluation. SAR experts solved tasks on SAR images with different
qualities. A quality metric called weighted F1-score evaluates the solved tasks. Best score is at a data rate of 0.30 bit/pel
with spatial resolution of 11 cm using JPEG. Keywords — image evaluation, data compression, SAR

1 Introduction

When transmitting synthetic aperture radar (SAR) data
from an airborne platform to a ground station, the channel
capacity of the data link tyoically is the bottleneck. One
solution is the on-board processing of SAR raw data to im-
age [1] including an operational autofocussing [2], [3] fol-
lowed by data [4] of the SAR image data. To evaluate such
automatic on-board processing chain, typically the entire
SAR systems or their components are being compared by
their global performance figures like spatial resolution,
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), peak side lobe ratio (PSLR), in-
tegrated side lobe ratio (ISLR) [5] and peak signal-to-noise
ratio (PSNR) [6] which are only loosely related to usability-
based quality. This is motivated by the fact that otherwise
a comparison of SAR systems or their components requires
an extensive evaluation of the SAR image quality by expert
interpreters which is very time-consuming and thus cost-
intensive.
In [7] we have presented a usability-based SAR system as-
sessment framework and applied it to find those interpre-
tation tasks whose solvability depends on the investigated
system parameters. For example, ’mark vehicles up to 6
m length’ or ’mark ships between 30 m and 100 m length’
are typical interpretation tasks to be solved. As a side re-
sult, test images where no such tasks exist, were identi-
fied and excluded from subsequent investigations. In [8]
we described first results of the SAR coding component as-
sessment where the coded image versions most preferred
by the interpreters were identified.
The assessment system [8] aims at finding digital signal
processing algorithms to simulate, complement and partly
replace the human evaluation. For obtaining that, in eval-
uation sessions, expert SAR interpreters were requested to
solve a set of representative interpretation tasks on SAR im-
ages whose image qualities result from a specific SAR sys-
tem where the parameters to be investigated were varied.

We decided to begin with the assessment of the SAR cod-
ing component for data compression where the spatial and
amplitude resolution are the fundamental parameters to be
varied yielding image versions with different data rates [9]
and corresponding image qualities. The two standardized
coding systems JPEG [10] from Joint Photographic Experts
Group and High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) [11] in
intra mode were investigated. In addition to solving the in-
terpretation tasks, the expert were requested to identify the
coded image version they would most prefer to work with
for each test image.
In this paper, we derive a quality metric based on the well-
known F1-score [12] for evaluating the solved tasks of the
interpreter evaluation sessions. The evaluation results are
discussed and compared with that SAR image quality the
interperters prefer to work with.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Sec-
tion 2 the experimental setup of the entire assessment sys-
tem is described. The evaluation procedure is specified in
Section 3. The interpreter based quality metric is derived in
Section 4. Results are presented and discussed in Section
5 before Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Experimental Set up

Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of the setup of the assess-
ment system. A SAR system generates a set of image ver-
sions at different image qualities. This paper deals with the
assessment of the SAR image coding component which is
part of the SAR system. Hence, the spatial and the ampli-
tude resolution are the parameters to be varied. On the one
hand each SAR image is going to be evaluated in interpreter
sessions, and on the other hand by digital signal processing
methods, each resulting in corresponding quality metrics.
A long term goal is to find a functional dependency be-
tween both metrics.



Figure 1 Experimental setup of the assessment system

Fig. 2 shows the SAR system of the experimental setup
with its relevant details for the presented assessment. For
compensating the monitor nonlinearity, the output of the
SAR processing is γ-corrected, followed by a dynamic
companding controlled by the statistical values mean m
and standard deviation σ of the signal itself. This leads
to a SAR Reference Image with an amplitude resolution of
8 bit/pel which is directly well-suited for evaluation. This
SAR Reference Image is then converted to images with dif-
ferent spatial resolution levels. The latter are used as input
for the standardardized coding systems JPEG and HEVC in-
tra mode, respectively. By variation of the quantization pa-
rameters of the investigated coding systems, the amplitude
resolution is varied.
Five levels of spatial resolution are analyzed. Level 1 cor-
responds to the original resolution. The spatial resolutions
are reduced by a factor of two in each direction from level
to level. For level 1, three image qualities have been inves-
tigated, determined by suitably selected fixed HEVC quan-
tization parameters. The data rates of these qualities pro-
vide the basis for so called rate ranges. In the following,
data rates are given in (number of bits) per (number of pix-
els of resolution level 1) (bit/pel). The quantization param-
eters were determined as follows:

• We applied the HEVC coding system HM profile main
to the resolution level 1 version of the test images with
fixed quantization parameters of 32, 40 and 51 on a
scale from 0 (best quality) to 51 (worst quality). This
results in similar image qualities for every test im-
age at each rate range but the data rates slightly differ
across test images while using the same quantization
parameter.

• For each test image we have three distinct data rates.

• Quantization parameters for the HEVC coding system
in resolution levels 2 to 5 and quantization parame-
ters for the JPEG coding system in all resolution lev-
els were adjusted such that the data rates are similar

to these of the three distinct data rates. This results in
three data rate ranges.

• We like to emphasize that not all combinations of spa-
tial resolutions and data rates can be realized by every
codec.

In addition to these coded image versions, an image version
called unquantized is included for each test image where
the HEVC coding system works losslessly.

Figure 2 SAR system of the experimental setup with de-
tails of coding and decoding



In this work the test image material comprises the two Spot
Mode SAR images of airport scenery with spatial resolu-
tions of 11 cm at resolution level 1 [7]. Fig. 3 shows the
spatial resolutions over the data rate, marked with crosses
or dots. It contains marks of 44 images, comprising 10 un-
quantized image versions for the two test images and the
five resolution levels, 22 image versions coded with the
HEVC coding system and 12 image versions coded with
the JPEG coding system. The color of the crosses indicate
the level of spatial resolution; the three data rate ranges are
marked with bars.
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Figure 3 Investigated spatial resolutions and data rates
for HEVC intra mode and JPEG using testimages Airport
(best viewed in color)

Our expert interpreters follow specified interpretation prin-
ciples according to National Imagery Interpretability Rat-
ing Scale (NIIRS) [13] which cover the boundary of solv-
ability over the resolution levels. By proposing associated
interpretation tasks, care was taken to avoid any influence
of subjective prior knowledge of the interpreter. The cur-
rent investigations deal with the interpreter session (left
path in Fig. 1) wherein expert interpreters were asked to
evaluate the selected set of SAR images.
We setup an interpreter based quality metric based on the
well-known F1-score which we call weighted F1-score (see
sec. 4). This metric is used for evaluating the solved tasks
of the interpreter evaluation sessions. It indicates how re-
liable interpretation tasks can be solved at given data rates
related to image qualities. This allows to compare the in-
vestigated coding systems with their corresponding param-
eter settings and associated data rates.
The results of the weighted F1-score are compared to the
other interpreter-based quality metric investigated where
every interpreter identifies that SAR image quality he
prefers to work with. This dependency results in a rela-
tionship between the coded image quality and the corre-
sponding data rate.

3 Evaluation Procedure

An interpreter session was performed using a dedicated
GUI where zoom, pan and a dimensioning tool can be ad-
justed by the interpreters. This enforces the evaluation of
the image quality instead of the specific knowledge of each
interpreter. The set of SAR image versions was shown to
five expert interpreters in the order of increasing data rates.
Each decoded SAR image was initially resized to fit the
screen. Most interpretation tasks were solved by marking
the associated objects. The objects will be marked when
the task is solvable with a probability of 80%. In this paper
we focus on the most interesting interpretation task Mark
vehicles up to 6 m length. Different image qualities of such
marked vehicles are shown in Fig. 4.
As a second subjective task, the interpreters were asked
to identify the image quality they preferably like to work
with.

4 Interpreter-based Quality Metric

For the quantitative evaluation of solved tasks of the in-
terpreter evaluation sessions, we derive a quality metric
based on the well-known F1-score [12]. The marking of
the objects depends on the individual decision of an 80%
probability of being able to solve the task. Thus, for each
interpreter an individual F1-score is calculated.
Using Recall

Recall =
no. of true detected objects

no. of existing objects
(1)

and Precision

Precision =
no. of true detected objects

no. of (true and wrong) detected objects
(2)

we get the well known F1-score

F1 =
2 ·Recall ·Precision
Recall + Precision

(3)

which is between 0 (worst case) and 1 (best case). The
latter case corresponds to a confident detection with
F1-score = 1.
Due to a missing ground truth we do not know the num-
ber of existing objects. Instead, we describe an individual
ground truth for each interpreter. Defining the total number
of objects found by this interpreter i in all image versions
of one test image as n true detected objects over all image
versions, we get an individual Recallind

Recallind =
no. of true detected objects

no. of true det. obj. over all image versions
.

(4)
We found that wrong detected objects do not occur in the
investigated test surrounding. Hence, Precision simplifies
to

Precisionind =
no. of true detected objects
no. of true detected objects

= 1. (5)

With Eqs. 4 and 5 we get an individual Find-score

Find =
2 ·Recallind

Recallind +1
(6)



Figure 4 Different image qualities of marked vehicles

Each individual Find-score is weighted with the n true
detected objects over all image versions of the associ-
ated individual person i and after averaging results in the
weighted F1-score

F1_weighted =
∑ni ·Findi

∑ni
(7)

The weighted F1-score is an adequate quality metric used
further on.

5 Results
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Figure 5 Weighted F1-score over spatial resolution for
HEVC intra mode and JPEG

Fig. 5 shows the weighted F1-score over the spatial resolu-
tion for both test images.
As mentioned above, three image qualities have been in-
vestigated. Because of the fixed quantization parameters
in resolution level 1, the data rates for each quality varies
from test image to test image. Thus, all together three data
rate ranges can be recognized: rate range 1 is located be-
tween 0.25 bit/pel and 0.55 bit/pel, rate range 2 between
0.025 bit/pel and 0.062 bit/pel and rate range 3 between
0.002 bit/pel and 0.004 bit/pel.
The weighted F1-score is equal to zero at resolution level
5 which means that no vehicle was detected at the poorest
spatial image resolution shown. Resolution level 4 gives
very bad results with a weighted F1-score below 0.2. Thus,
a spatial resolution higher than 88 cm is neccessary to solve
the investigated task. Hence, only level 1, 2 and 3 with spa-
tial resolutions of 11 cm, 22 cm and 44 cm are investigated
further on.
Fig. 6 shows the weighted F1-score over the data rate for
each test image for the spatial resolution levels 1 and 2.
It can easily be seen that the unquantized image versions
of the two resolution levels need the highest amount of
data in every test image (Fig. 3). Likewise, the image
versions achieved with data rates in rate range 3 achieve
weighted F1-score below 0.4 which shows that this rate
range is too low and will not be considered subsequently.
Fig. 6 shows that at rate range 1 JPEG yields the best
weighted F1-scores with level 1 and 2. In contrast to that
HEVC achieves higher weighted F1-scores at rate range 2. It
is not surprising that the HEVC coding system works much
better than the JPEG coding system at the low data rates.
But it was not expected that JPEG works even slightly bet-
ter than HEVC at the high rates. We assume that this is
caused by the modulation transfer function of the human
eye [10] which is exploited by JPEG in its quantization but
not by HEVC.
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Figure 6 weighted F1-score over data rate for HEVC intra
mode and JPEG, level 1 and level 2 and most preferred
image qualities

Furthermore Fig. 6 shows the most preferred image quality
an interpeter would like to work with. It is marked with a
circle, square or diamond, depending on the coding. Mul-
tiple votes are indicated by concentric enlarged markers.
There is one outlier of the 10 most preferred images in test
image Airport 2 at a data rate above 6 bit/pel for the SAR
reference image. For both test images Fig. 6 gives a good
impression of the fact that there are two types of voting the
most preferred image quality:

• The best weighted F1-score is identically to the most
preferred image version which verifies the derived
quality metric.

• Image versions with a low rate in rate range 2 are

voted as most preferred. In that rate range they are
shown at an early stage to the interpreter. Thus, this
rate range yields a sufficient image quality for solv-
ing the interpretation task without having a very high
weighted F1-score.

Thus, compression sometimes improves the usability.

6 Conclusion

In our usability-based system assessment framework, we
have assessed the SAR coding component where the spa-
tial and the amplitude resolution have been varied yielding
image versions with different data rates. The two standard-
ardized coding systems JPEG and HEVC in intra mode were
investigated. Expert SAR interpreters were asked to solve
interpretation tasks and to identify for each test image that
coded image version they would most prefer to work with.
A quality metric based on the well-known F1-score was de-
rived, called weighted F1-score, for evaluating the solved
tasks of the interpreter evaluation sessions.
For the two test images, the best weighted F1-score for the
JPEG coding system is at a data rate of 0.30 bit/pel using a
spatial resolutions of 11 cm and at 0.47 bit/pel for 22 cm
spatial resolution, respectively. The corresponding image
versions conform with the majority of votes of the most
preferred image version which verifies the derived quality
metric weighted F1-score. The second most votes of the
preferred image versions was at data rates of 0.025 bit/pel
and 0.039 bit/pel, respectively. These rates yield a suffi-
cient image quality for solving the interpretation task with-
out having a very high weighted F1-score.
Finally, we conclude that compression, spatial and in am-
plitude, sometimes improves the usability.
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